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When it comes to perfect blend of practicality and styling, not many of the cars comes closer to
coupe cars. This is the reason why they have been such a huge success in the modern market and
every auto maker in the market has at least one coupe model in their line up. You can get all sorts
of coupe models in the market, be it sporty, comfy, luxurious or cheap. Depending upon the
permission from the pocket different people opt for different coupe models. But in the current
struggling economic times the focus of auto buyers has shifted to cheap cars, and thatâ€™s the reason
why the auto makers in current times are offering a wide range of cheap coupe cars for the
customers.

If you also are looking for a cheap coupe model, then here Iâ€™ve listed some of the cheap cars that
you can get for you. All these models listed here not only are immensely cheap, but at the same
time are really impressive in every department. So have a look at the list and find the best suited
model for you.

2012 Chevrolet Camaro Coupe

The first model in my list of cheap cars from the coupe world is the 2012 Chevrolet Camaro Coupe
having starting price of $23,280. The Camaro flaunts incredible styling and comes loaded with tons
of power under its hood. If these are the things that you are looking for, then this is just the perfect
choice for you. The equipment list for Camaro coupe includes cruise control, 18-in steel wheels, 4-
way manual front seats having power recline, automatic headlights, keyless entry, Bluetooth, air-
conditioning, a 6-speaker audio system having an auxiliary audio jack, CD player and satellite radio
and a tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel and OnStar. The 2LS is essentially just the 1LS with an
automatic (versus manual) transmission.

2012 Dodge Challenger Coupe

The 2012 Dodge Challenger Coupe is a grand touring coupe looking like a muscle car, so if you are
looking for coupe cars then donâ€™t go by the looks of it. The Dodge Challenger is an incredibly potent
coupe model. The standard equipment for Challenger Coupe includes complete power accessories,
18-in alloy wheels, automatic climate control, keyless ignition/entry, a leather-covered tilt-and-
telescoping steering wheel (having audio controls), a 6-way power driver seat having power lumbar
modification, cruise control, a trip computer, back A/C outlets, a 6-speaker audio system having a
supporting audio jack and CD player and a 60/40-split-folding rear seat.

2012 Ford Mustang Coupe

The 2012 Ford Mustang Coupe is the prominent name in the auto world and thatâ€™s for all the good
reasons. The Mustang undoubtedly is one of the finest coupe cars you can get from the market. The
list of standard equipments for 2012 Ford Mustang Coupe includes the likes of a limited-slip back
differential, 17-in alloy wheels, included blind-spot mirrors, keyless entry, air-conditioning, cruise
control, complete power accessories, a 4-speaker audio system having an auxiliary audio jack and
CD player and a tilt-only steering wheel.

So if you are looking for some cheap cars from the coupe segment of the international auto market
these are some of the models that you can consider.
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Virali - About Author:
a Cardealera.com is a website that is dedicated to the automotive fanatics all around the globe. The
experts with the website cover everything about a cheap cars and all sorts of car types like a coupe
cars and others. Whether you need some information related to modern auto market or you are
interested in buying or selling a new or used car, you can find all the essential information here.
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